SPANISH 21
Spanish 21 is much like Blackjack with a
few twists!
Spanish 21 uses six decks of cards with the tens
(10’s) removed. The player must place a regular
‘21’ bet and may also place an optional ‘Match the
Dealer’ wager. In ‘Match the Dealer’, the player
is betting one or more of their cards match the
dealer’s up card. More exact matches pay better
odds!
Other twists of Spanish 21 include:
Player Blackjack always beats the dealer’s
Blackjack! (Pays 3 to 2)
Player 21 always beats the dealer’s 21 and can
pay up to 3 to 1!
A player may split twice for three hands and may
hit and double after split – INCLUDING ACES!
A player may double down on any two OR MORE
cards (except Blackjack).*
After doubling, if a player is dissatisfied with their
non-busted hand, they may rescue (take back)
the DOUBLED portion of the bet and forfeit the
original wager.
If a player is dealt three suited sevens (7’s), they
are paid a “Super Bonus” (only if the dealer’s
exposed card is a 7 of any suit.).**
Match the Dealer*
In addition to the regular 21 bet, a player may bet
that either or both of their first two cards will exactly
match the dealer’s up card. The minimum and
maximum on the match the Dealer bet is $1-$100,
and cannot exceed the players base bet. Any matches
are paid according to the following chart:
1 Non-Suited Match:

4 to 1

2 Non-Suited Matches:

8 to 1

1 Suited Match:

9 to 1

1 Non-Suited and 1 Suited Match:

13 to 1

2 Suited Matches:

18 to 1

MATCH THE DEALER WAGER
Player

Dealer

Player 4 of spades and 9 of hearts,
Dealer 4 of clubs = 4 to 1
Player 4 of spades and 4 of hearts,
Dealer 4 of clubs = 8 to 1

Player 4 of spades and 9 of hearts,
Dealer 4 of spades = 9 to 1
Player 4 of spades and 4 of hearts,
Dealer 4 of spades = 13 to 1
Player 4 of spades and 4 of spades,
Dealer 4 of spades = 18 to 1

Super Bonus**
If a player holds suited
7-7-7 and the dealers
up card is also any 7,
the player wins a Super Bonus.

If they wagered from $5 up to $24 on their regular
21 bet, they win $1000!
If they wagered from $25 up to table maximum on
their regular 21 bet, they win $5000!!
There is also an “Envy Bonus”, where all other
betting players get $50 – no side bet required. The
$50 is paid to each betting player not to the spots
played.
Reminder:
*Split or doubled hands are not eligible for bonuses.
**Splitting/doubling hand voids Super Bonus.

Gambling problem? Call 1.877.565.2112 for help.

